Score Sheet

Part 1- The Interview

Interviewed individual is 65 or older (unless otherwise pre-approved via Waddell), interview lasted 20+ minutes, interview was conducted either in person or over the phone, interview was recorded and a copy of the recording was available to listen to on the due date- 5-17-19.

Points Possible-100  Your Score _______

Part 2- The Reflection

The paper is formatted in MLA including ALL elements, (see OWL Purdue if you need guidance), 2 pages double spaced, times new roman size 12 font, describes the interview and highlights/memorable moments, and answers all of the “Guiding Questions” found on the Assignment document.

Points Possible- 100  Your Score _______

Part 3- The Presentation

A 5-10 minute presentation to your groupmates that demonstrates how completing the interview impacted you, identifies specific parallels and contrasts between you and your interviewee, and an explanation of how this experience helped you understand the idea that “in order for democracy to survive it must be learned by every generation.” Additionally, your presentation includes a visual aid that incorporates far more images than text, your dialogue is planned and it is evident that you prepared for this experience.

Points Possible- 50  Your Score _______